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Document Design
and Readability:
Another View

Richard B. Baldauf, Jr. *

Battison in his article on document design in the
1980 provides an interesting insight into the
problems of presenting materials in language which
clearly communicates the intended message. However,
in the spirit of discussion suggested by the article, I
would like to briefly comment on the issue of
readability and its place in document design.
Battison's analysis of readability formulas in the
LPN 6:4, 1980 is quite correct. The results of different
formulas are often contradictory, and their mandated
use, while laudable in spirit, provides little relief to the
document consumer who may find the document
"readable" but still incomprehensible. There is
however another approach to readability which
document designers might wish to consider. It is the
use of the doze procedure.
In 1953 Taylor described the doze procedure as a
radical departure from element-counting readability
devices. Readability formulas are dependent upon the
:ombination of a number of variables within sentences
such as sentence length, number of letters per word,
tc., but fail to take into account meaning, the
sequential nature of language expression, or the
maturity levels of document consumers (Lorge, 1949).
By contrast, the doze procedure has none of these
faults since it attempts to determine text
appropriateness through an overall measure of recalled
comprehension response which takes into account both
within sentence factors such as unusual use of common
words and awkward and confusing sentence structure
(Taylor, 1953) and between sentence constraints

LPN 6:4,

'The author is with the Culture Learning Institute, East-West
Center.

(Carroll, Carton and Wilds, 1959; Ramanauskas, 1972)
unaccounted for by typical readability formulas.
Also, readability formulas produce normative
statements of expected school-grade level. These
standards have been developed on and are relevant only
to English speaking children in the cultural
mainstream. These norms are usually meaningless
when applied to adults coming from a variety of
socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds.
The doze procedure defines reading levels of
materials as either frustrational, instructional or
independent. For those interested in this approach to
readability, Klare, Sinaiko and Stolurow (1972) have
reviewed the literature with a special emphasis on its
application to training materials and translations.
The doze approach to readability needs to be
recognized for what it is, a tool, or in Battison's terms
"a thermometer to diagnose a disease." This
thermometer works best with text materials, rather than
questionnaires or brief descriptions. The doze
approach to readability cannot tell you what is wrong
or how to cure it, but it can help you to decide whether
the patient is well enough out into the community.
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NORWEGIAN RULES FOR LANGUAGE
CORRECTION

Readers may enjoy the following rules for language
correction which the Norwegian government has
(according to Sprakvrd No. 3, 1979) distributed in a
'language sense" poster. The rules were written by
Finn-Erik Vinje and the English translation was done
by Bjdrn H. Jernudd.

The ten commandments of language sense:
1. It's ok to come to a full stop!
A sentence friendly to the reader rarely exceeds
22-25 words.
2. If you have a lot to say, say one thing at a time!
Don't try to say it all at once.
3. Be polite to the reader!
Think of the reader when you write and use
words that you know (s)he understands. If you
use a difficult word, nobody stops you from
explaining it.
4. Don't catch the noun disease!
Don't say, We engaged in the implementation
of the new rule, say instead, We implemented
the new rule.
5. Be a rightist when you write!
Make sure the (main) verb ends up far to the
left in your sentence, and let the rest drift to
the right.
6. Don't decorate with words!
Resist temptation to use rare and fancy words,
the "latest" word, or scholarly-sounding
"primadonna-words".
7. Don't be afraid to sound down-to-earth!
A spade's a spade! Not a manual earthremoving device.
8. Don't waste words or letters!
Short is normally better than long expression.
Don't write, Sport activities is a factor which
in relation to the local environment
contributes to creating a sense of belonging
among people so engaged, when you could
write, Sport brings people together.
9. Don't be afraid of being personal!
It's perfectly ok to use words like you, I, they,
in writing, too.
10. Check by ear!
Read aloud (sort of) what you have written.
Rewrite what doesn't sound good.
SHOW LANGUAGE SENSE!

Document Desisn.

The International Committee for the Defense of the
Breton language was set up at the beginning of the
1975/76 school year to support the repeated demands of
the teachers and people of Brittany that their language
be recognized at long last, taught and accepted as a fact
of daily life by the French authorities.
The Committee is striving to make the French
government aware of the fact that a liberal and positive
policy towards the minority languages, which ethnic
minorities in France wish to preserve, would improve
the moral standing of France on an international level.
The Central branch of the International Committee
is located in Brussells: CISLB (Comité International
Pour la Souvegarde de la Langue Bretonne) Boite
Postale 249, B-1040 Brussels, Belgium.
The primary activity of the United States branch of
the ICDBL will be to inform people of the U.S. about
the Breton language as well as to let people know how
they as individuals can support Bretons in their efforts
to insure the future of the language.
Membership in the U.S. Branch will require the
payment of $1.00 dues per year, but, more im3ortantly,
a commitment to become better aware of the Breton
language and its problematical future. Members are
invited to become active in initiating or participating
in ICDBL projects. Whether active or not, all members
will receive news of the activities of the U.S. and other
Branches of the International Committee for the
Defense of the Breton Language. Please address all
inquiries to:
Lois Kuter
312 West Dodds Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
or
0
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IN PRESS-Language Reforms ed. by
Istvãn Fodor and Claude Hagège. Hamburg: Helmut
Buske.
This enormous collection of articles on language
reform is now in press after several years of preparation
by the editors. The final list of contributors and papers
follows:
J.A. Fishman (New York): Prefatory Remarks
B.W. Andrzejewski (London): Language Reform in
Somalia and the Modernization of the Somali
Vocabulary
J. Ayto (London): English: Failures of Language
Reforms
N. Balbir (Paris): La modernisation du hindi
J. Barbot (Paris): Rêflexions sur les rformes
modernes de l'arabe littérale
L. Bazin (Paris): La réforme linguistique en Turquie
L. Bese (Budapest): On the Modernization of the

Mongolian Vocabulary
T.J.R. Botha (Durban): Afrikaans: Origin and
Lexical Evolution
L.-J. Calvet (Paris): Bambara: Planification par
défaut au Mali
W. Cienkowski (Warszawa): Development Trends of
the Contemporary Polish Vocabulary
Ch. Clairis (Paris): Le cas du grec
A. Coupez (Bruxelles): Pour l'adaptation de la langue
rwandaise au monde contemporain
M. Coyaud (Ivry, France): La réforme de la langue au
Japon
Ju.D. Deierijev (Moskva): Iz sovetskogo opyta
planirovanij a nacional 'nych j azykov (with an
English summary)
P. Dumont - Ch. Mbodj (Dakar): Le wolof, langue de
dveloppement. Etudes des procéds
d'enrichissement de la langue wolof
M.-M. Jocelyne Fernandez (Paris): L'unification de la
langue lapone ("same"): le crépuscule des
lapologues, ou une aube nouvelle pour la

lapophonie
L. Fleuriot (Orphin, France): Les réformes du breton
I. Fodor (Kiln): Hungarian: Evolution - Stagnation Reform - Further Development
B. Franolié (London): The Development of Literary
Croatian and Serbian
E. Georgieva - M. Lilov (Sofia): Die bulgarische
Literatursprache und die Sprachreform
U. Groenke (Kédn): Diachrone Perdurabilität,
Sprachpflege und Sprachplanung. Der Fall
Isländisch
D. Gundersen (Oslo): On the Development of
Modern Norwegian
C. Hagège - G. Métailié - A. Peyraube (Paris):
Réforme et modernisation de la langue chinoise

A.-G. Haudricourt - Ng. phu Phong (Paris):
Formation et standardisation du vocabulaire
scientifique et technique du vietnamien
G. Imart (Puyricarcl, France): Développement et
planification des vernaculaires: I 'experience
soviétique et le tiers-monde
MA. Jazayery (Austin, Texas): The Modernization of
the Persian Vocabulary and Language Reform in
Iran
H. Jungraithmayr (Marburg/Lahn): Spontaneous
and Planned Development of Hausa: a West
African Language
A. Karker (Kbenhavn): Language Reform Efforts in
Denmark and Sweden
J. Kramer (K51n): Language Planning in Italy
P. Labrousse (Paris): Réformes et discours sur la
réforme. Le cas indonésien
R. Lafont (Nimes): Problèmes de normalisation dans
l'espace occitan
J.A. Louw (Pretoria): The Development of Xhosa
and Zulu as Languages
J. Malaca-Casteleiro (Reboleira, Portugal): Réforme
et modernisation de la langue portugaise
F. Marcos-Marin (Valladolid): Reforma y
modernizacic5n del español
M. Masson (Brunoy, France): La renaissance de
l'hébreu
Y. Millet (Paris): Continuite et discontinuité: cas du
tchCque
P. von Polenz (Trier): Sprachnormung und Ansdtze
sur Sprachreform im Deutschen
E.C. PolomC (Austin, Texas): Standardization of
Swahili and the Modernization of the Swahili

Vocabulary
B. Quemada (Paris): Les réformes du frariçais
G. Rebuschi (Nancy): Réforme et planification en
basque: une experience en cours
F. Rodegem (Bruxelles): De l'oralisation au
scripturaire: la modernisation du rundi
W.J. Samarin (Toronto) - M. Diki-Kidiri (Paris):
Modernization in Sango
A. Sauvageot (Paris): Le finnois de Finlande (suomi)
M. Schaechter (New York): Yiddish Language
Modernization and Lexical Elaboration
F. Serban (Cluj-Napoca): Modernisation de la langue
roumaine
LI. Skvorcov (Moskva): OCerk razvitija russkoj
leksiki XVII-XX. vv. (with an English Summary)
V. Tauli (Uppsala): The Estonian Language Reform
J. Tubiana (Valbonne, France): Aperçus sur
1 'enrichissement du vocabulaire amharique
J. West (Bonn): An Historical Survey of the
Language Planning Movement in Wales
M. Zakir (Delhi): Urdu: between Survival and
Reform: the Indian Situation
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NOW AVAILABLE-Sprknytt, Vol. 8, no. 2 (1980).
Bulletin of Norsk Sprkrd (the Norwegian Language
Council, Postboks 8107 Dep, Oslo 1, Norway).
This is almost entirely a language-planning issue
with a lead article by Stile LØland on "Languages and
Linguistic Cooperation in the Nordic Countries."
LØland sumarizes language planning and language
cooperation activities in the Nordic countries and
points out that each of the three central Nordic
languages-Norwegian, Danish and Swedish-serves as
a linguistic bridge to nearby Nordic countries whose
languages are not mutually intelligible with the central
three. It is estimated, he says, that 20 percent of the
population of Finland have some proficiency in
Swedish; it would be good for inter-Nordic
cooperation, he suggests, if that percentage could be
raised. A Nordic Linguistic Secretariat was established
in 1978 with one of its goals being to increase mutual
comprehension of adjacent languages.
Elsewhere in the issue, a news item reports the first
use of nonstandard regional dialects in reading and
writing instruction in Norway. School boards in
northern Norway have approved these pioneering
projects. The rest of the number is devoted to the
leading Norwegian language planner, Alf Hellevik,
and to a review of his recent work Sprkr/kt og
sprakstyring (Language Cultivation and Language
Management). (Richard E. Wood)

NOW AVAILABLE-More Competence in Foreign
Languages Needed by Federal Personnel Working
Overseas. Report by the Comptroller General of the
United States. Washington, D.C. April 15, 1980 (ID-SO31)

This report found that the foreign language
competency of U.5. personnel assigned abroad is less
than required for maximum effectiveness and efficiency
and further, that the degree of language capability
varies from agency to agency within the foreign affairs
community. Within agencies, language capabilities also
vary among languages. Whereas most agencies were
somewhat successful at meeting skill requirements for
languages such as Spanish and French, they had
problems filling positions requiring more difficult
did
languages such as Arabic and Korean. The report
Federal
find that foreign language competence among
employees has improved since the early 1970's when the
GAO (Government Accounting Office) first reported on
the subject.
Two major findings are: (1) Agencies have not
adequately defined foreign language requirements, and
certain policies and practices have resulted in persons
not have
being assigned to positions for which they do
the required language proficiency and (2) A foreign

4
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language deficiency can adversely affect the
performance of employees and cause significant
problems in the operation of Federal programs and
activities abroad. The report makes recommendations
regarding (1) personnel policies and practices (2)
foreign language training programs and (3) the process
by which foreign language requirements are
determined.
For those interested in American foreign language
needs, the following volume may also be of interest:
The Tongue-Tied American: Confronting the Foreign
Language Crisis by Paul Simon, 1980, Continuum
(order from: Seabury Service Center, Somers,
Connecticut 06071).

NOW AVAILABLE-A mènagement Linguistique:
Rapports entre Le Pro jet D'Ambnagement et Les
Charactèristiques Socio-politiques-Du Milieu Visk by
Lise Lehel-Harou. Montreal: Office de la Langue
Francaise, 1980.
A brief presentation of some aspects of language
planning, of some case studies (India, Israel, Norway
and the United States) and of the need to do more
effective language planning in Quebec.

NOW AVAILABLE- "Making Legal Language
Understandable: A Psycholinguistic Study of Jury
Instructions" by Robert P. Charrow and Veda R.
Charrow in Columbia Law Review vol. 79, no. 7
(November 1979), pp. 1306-1374.
The growing concern in recent years regarding the
inability of lay persons to understand legal language
has generated a movement to rewrite legal documents
in "plain English." At both the federal and state levels,
laws have been enacted and regulations issued
requiring that many legal instruments be written in
clear language. Although such interest now exists,
until this there had not been an empirical, objective
linguistic study of the comprehensibility of one type of
legal language-standard jury instructions. The study
isolates suspect linguistic features and tests their
intelligibility. Further, the authors formulate an
empirical psycholinguistic methodology to determine
whether or not a document is comprehensible to the
intended audience.

NOW AVAILABLE-Sprache, Gesellschaft und
Kommunikation in Africa by Bernd Heine. Munchen,
London: Weltforum-Verlag, 1979, 198 pgs. DM 45
1,
(Available from: Weitforum Verlag, Tintorettostrasse
D-8000 Munchen 19, Germany).

-"llll

This volume is concerned with communication and
socio-economic development in sub-saharan Africa.
The author provides an extensive discussion of the
relation between language usage types and national
profiles. He then discusses many areas requiring
language planning in this area: dialect variation and
standardization, African linguae francae and
PanAfrican communication, tribal and language
loyalties, language form and social structure,
geographic and demographic language problems. This
volume provides an extensive review of this complex
linguistic area.

NOW AVAILABLE- Conflicto Linguistico en Euskadi
(Language Conflict in Basqueland) by Euskaltzaindia
(Real Academia de la lengua Vasca), Mazarredo, 1979,
216 pgs.
This volume is based on a sociolinguistic study of
Basque, sponsored by the Royal Academy of the Basque
Language, carried out by SIADECO and financed by
the Caja Laboral Popular. This study provides a
description of the process which attempted to replace
Basque by Spanish. At the same time, it describes the
way in which Basque was maintained in the face of the
pressures to use Spanish. Finally, it describes the
process by which Basque is now returning to its
position as the standard of the region. In this section,
education and mass media are seen as the vehicle used
in the restoration of Basque. The volume ends with a
plea for use of language planning as a means of
improving the enhancement process of Basque. There
are several excellent maps showing language usage in
Basqueland in both time and space.

NOW AVAILABLE-"The Social Consequences of
Legal Language Switch-overs in Sri Lanka" in
LAWASIA (Journal of the Law Association for Asia
and the Western Pacific published by the Faculty of
Law, New South Wales Institute of Technology) by
M.L. Marasinghe, vol. 1, no. 1 (N.S.), 1979, pages 74106.
This article, written by a lawyer, details the history
of the language of law up to 1956 when he says there
were four principal statutes which contributed to the
language switch-over in Sri Lanka.: The Official
Language Act, the Tamil Language (Special
Provisions) Act, the Language of the Courts Act, and
the Language of the Courts (Special Provisions) Act.
The legislative enactments fall into three political
periods. The author describes the periods as well as the
policies, aims and political framework in which they
were conceived.

NOW AVAILABLE-The English Fact in Quebec by
Sheila McLeod Arnopoulos and Dominique Clift.
Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1980.
$17.95 (cloth) and $7.95 (paper). 239 pgs.
This is a somewhat revised edition of Le fait anglais
an Quebec in which a number of English-French
encounters are examined to show how these have
influenced the political and economic growth of
Canada. Attempts to pinpoint the changes in Canadian
society that have caused a resurgence of English-French
animosity in recent years. Among the topics explored
are divergent opinions on the role of the economy, the
language conflict, the clash between English business
and French nationalism, the mediation of the federal
Liberal party, and individual versus collective rights.
Arnopoulous is a journalist and Clift is a political
analyst.

NOW AVAILABLE-The Language Needs of Migrant
Workers by R.B. Kaplan. New Zealand Council for
Educational Research (Education House, P0 Box 3237,
Wellington, N.Z.) $NZ 7.00. Educational Research
Series No. 62. 1980. 119 pp.
The New Zealand Council for Educational Research
invited Kaplan in June, 1979 to prepare a report on the
needs of immigrant workers in industry for language
instruction. Kaplan spent some 2 months in New
Zealand meeting with industrial executives, workers,
officials and teachers and administered a multi-lingual
questionnaire to some 485 workers focusing on
attitudinal information about English speakers and
about the English language. In this volume, Kaplan
makes recommendations regarding funding, the need
for a National Language Center, teacher training, and
the nature of migrant language training. It is
particularly interesting to note that Kaplan found a
great deal of disagreement as to whether or not any sort
of problem actually exists with respect to Pacific
Islanders and other migrants in the work force and to
the extent that a problem is acknowledged to exist,
there is broad disagreement with respect to where
responsibility lies for solving the problem. He notes
that very few industrial organizations have developed
articulated manpower policies and hence, long-range
planning, particularly with respect to personnel
development and structured upward mobility in the
workforce seems to be relatively rare. Further, many
employers seem not to perceive that English proficiency
is at all important. Kaplan's call for undertaking long
range language planning so that the various issues
would be viewed together and so that the competition
for limited resoures can be minimized seems quite the
right recommendation in these circumstances.
Volume 7
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NOW AVAILABLE-"Les Exigences Linguistiques des
Postes dans L'Entreprise" by Guy Plastre. Presentation
made in January, 1980 in Montreal, Canada at a
meeting of le Centre de linguistique de l'entreprise and
le Secretarat d'Etat.
A discussion of the necessity to clarify the language
needs of particular jobs and tasks within a position, a
problem which the author has been concerned with as
a language consultant in the Canadian government.

NOW AVAILABLE-Standardization of Nomenclature
ed. by J.C. Sager. International Journal of the
Sociology of Language, 23. 1980, 104 pgs. DM 36.
01 interest to language planners arc the following
articles:
Einar Selander "Language for Professional Use
from the Swedish Point of View"
L. Drozd and M. Roudny "Language Planning and
Standardization of Terminology in
Czechoslovakia"
Bruno de Besse "Terminology Committees in France:
Balance and Perspectives"
AD. De V. Cluver "The Development of a
Terminological Theory in South Africa"
Helmut Felbcr "International Standardization of
Terminology" Theoretical and Methodological
Aspects"
R.L. Johnson and J.C. Sager "Standardization of
Terminology in a Model of Communication"

NOW AVAILABLE-"Mao Tse-tung and Writing
Reform." by John DeFrancis in Perspectives on a
Changing China: Essays in Honor of Professor C.
Martin Wilbur on the Occasion of his Retirement ed
by Joshua A. Fogel and William 'F. Rowe. Boulder:
Westview Press, 1979.
The author's review of Mao Tse-tung's involvement
in the Chinese writing reform shows it to have been a
complex one which require extreme caution in evaluating
developments in this area on the basis of only
fragmentary evidence. The author cautions that
invoking a few quotations from Chairman Mao does
not do justice to the complexities of his role and its
impact on the course of events.

NOW AVAILABLE-Dialect and Standard in Highly
Industrialized Societies ed. by Ulrich Ammon.
International Journal of the Sociology of Language,
21, 155 pages, DM 36,
Of interest to language planning students:
Peter Trudgill "Standard and Non-Standard Dialects
6
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of English in the United Kingdom: Problems and
Policies"
Ulrich Ammon "Regionaldialekte und
Einheitssprache in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland (BDR)'
Roland Ris "Dialekte und Einheitssprache in der
deutschen Schweiz"
Jean-Baptiste Marcellesi "Quelques problèmes de
l'hegbmonie culturelle en France" langue nationale
et langues regionales"
Jesus Perez-Alonso "Catalan-An Example of the
Current Language Struggle in Spain:
Sociopolitical and Pedagogical Implications"
Riley B. Smith and Donald M. Lace "Standard and
Disparate Varieties of English in the United States:
Educational and Sociopolitical Implications''

NOW AVAILABLE-"Singles" Issue ed. by Joshua A.
Fishman. International Journal of the Sociology of
Language, 22, 144 pages, DM 36.
Of particular interest:
Isabelle Kreindler "Nikolai Ilminskii and Language
Planning in Nineteenth-Century Russia"
Giorgio Braga "International Languages: Concepts
and Problems"

NOW AVAILABLE-The French Language and
National Identity (1930-1975) by David C. Gordon. The
Hague, Paris and New York: Mouton, 1978.
Contributions to the Sociology of Language, 22. DM
48.
In this work the author explores the contribution of
the French language to the sense of national identity of
the French as well as to the sense of identity of groups
within bi- or multi-lingual nations with language
conflict such as Belgium or Canada. The author notes
that for nations with a colonial experience, French has
been seen as an imposition and hence is often a
problem. He notes the competition with conflicting
senses of loyalty to other sources of identity, such as
language, religion, tribe or race. Some comparison
between African nations with a British colonial
experience is made with those of a French one. In some
societies, such as the Lebanon, the French language has
been identified as an instrument of elite recruitment
and class control with explosive consequences. Gordon
demonstrates without any question the validity of his
argument: that the French language has a complex and
varying function, central to the maintenance of
identity, among many nations of the world. (William
W. Bostock)

NOW AVAILABLE-The State of the Language ed. by
Leonard Michaels and Christopher Ricks. University of
'
California Press, 609 pgs. $14.95. January, 1980.
An example of a literate society's decentralized
language cultivation of English in America and
Britain. This is a collection of essays and poems on
standards and style in English. Although most of the
articles do not directly address standards or offer
language criticism, it is interesting to note that
Edmund Fuller's review in the Wall Street Journal
(Feb. 4, 1980), emphasizes precisely those articles that
do. (Björn Jernudd)

NOW AVAILABLE-Without Bias: A Guidebook for
Nondiscriminatory Communication. Published by:
International Association of Business Communicators
(870 Market Street, San Francisco, CA 94102). 1977, 77
pgs., $4.00.
IABC's Committee on Women in Business
Communication prepared this guidebook as an
unprecedented effort to provide guidelines in one
document that cover all the major areas of
discrimination (racial, ethnic, sexual, handicapped).
endorses the use of these guidelines by its
embers
and encourages its application to all media,
rABC
from magazines for international audiences, to
interoffice memoranda. This volume represents one
way in which language change is being achieved
through non-governmental means in the United States.

NOW AVAILABLE-Language and Civilization
Change in South Asia edited by Clarence Maloney.
Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1978. 182 pp. (Contributions to
Asian Studies. Vol. 11). ISBN 90 04 05741. Hfl. 96.-,

paper.

About half the articles in this important collection
are overtly dedicated to language planning, and most
of the others have LP implications. Maloney sees South
Asia as standing on the brink of the decision which
most European countries, Japan and others took long
ago: to turn the leading indigenous languages into
vehicles of modernization, technology and science. The
other alternative, to eliminate the indigenous languages
and make the imported language fully general in its
use, a decision taken historically when Arabic replaced
Berber, Coptic, etc., in North Africa, is no longer
possible in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, etc.
recognizes the power of language planning.
e observes that "The 'language planning' attempts of
WMaloney
Pakistan largely caused the loss of its eastern wing, and
people in Bangladesh therefore are wary of language
planning today. It always has political implications."

(25). The section "Language Growth and Planning"
consists of Bh. Krishnamurti, "Language Planning and
Development: The Case of Telugu," P. Gopal Sharma,
"Hindi and the Composite Culture of India," and
Muhd. Abu Talib, "Bengali in Bangladesh.'
Krishnamurti and Maloney note that fields like
mathematics and agriculture, whose vocabulary is
richly developed in Telugu, are persistently taught
through the medium of English, largely in order to
maintain the social status quo, to preserve a cultural
barrier and exclude the mass of the population. In this
regard, India stands some five centuries behind Western
Europe in sociolinguistic development.
Linguistic nationalism has shaped new states in
South Asia as elsewhere. The best-known such case is
described by Ratiqul Islam in "The Bengali Language
Movement and the Emergence of Bangladesh." I.M.
Simon, in "The Khasi Language: Its Development and
Present Status," describes the language of a hill people
whose leaders have chosen conversion to Christianity
and adoption of a Latin script as a means of ethnic
maintenance and self-differentiation from the
surrounding Hindu plains-dwellers. (Richard E. Wood)

IN PREPARATION-' 'This new species that seeks a
new language: On sexism in language and language
change" by Nancy M. Henley, University of Lowell,
Dept. of Psychology, Lowell, Massachusetts.
While this paper is still in draft form, it contains an
excellent discussion of (1) Why change in language
used to refer to and describe women is needed including a discussion of what is sexism in language,
whether sexism in language is trivial, how sexism in
language came about and (2) What alternatives to sexist
language there are. In the process of discussing
alternatives, Henley has begun to see that the theory
and practice of language planning may provide a
rational means to attack the desires for changing
sexism in language. She raises the following interesting
planning questions: What will the proposed change be?
What are the stages of language change? What are the
influences on change? What sectors of population are
to be reached and by what means? What arguments
must be met and which developed? What agencies of
influence are to be used, what persons, what media?
What is the timetable for each of these?

IN PREPARATION-"Competing Sign Languages in
Puerto Rico: A Case for Language Planning" by Nancy
Frishberg and John Grima, Deafness Research Sc
Training Center, New York University.
This is a draft of a paper presented to the LSA in
December, 1979. Noting that there is considerable
Volume 7
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variation and competition among varieties of sign
language communication in Puerto Rico, the authors
provide a rationale for a formal language planning
effort. The authors insist that any language planning
effort must include deaf signers as major contributors,
along with hearing educators or social service workers.

NOW AVAILABLE- "Language Planning in
Francophone Africa" by Brian Weinstein, Language
Problems and Language Planning (4:1:55-77), 1980.
The author suggests that the former French colonies
of Africa are good areas for the study of language
planning because of longstanding French concern to
promote their language and growing efforts to enlarge
the role of written African languages. In order to
organize data in a way useful for an understanding of
both the political and the linguistic aspect of language
planning, the author proposes eleven steps: language
ideology, perception of communication ideology,
perception of communication inadequacy,
nongovernmental correction, government policy
making, creation of a bureaucracy, implementation,
acceptance or rejection by users, evaluation, judgments
by bureaucracy, communication with policy makers,
maintenance or alteration of policy. The author notes
that some states have not gone very far along in this
series while others have begun to recognize the need for
change. He suggests that the failure of African
governments to address communication problems may
increase the conflict between interests may decrease
their own precarious legitimacy.

NOW AVAILABLE-Oanehis sàmegiel oahppa [New
Sami Orthography by Ole Henrik Magga. Kautokeino,
Norway: SSmi instituhtta, 2nd ed., 1980. ii, 21 pp.,
paper, price not indicated.
Saint (Saami, Samish) is the preferred name for the
language previously known by the term Lappish,
which is now considered obsolete and disparaging. The
Nordic Sami Institute (address: N-9520
Guovdageiaidnu/Kautokeino, Norway) has now
regularized and standardized North Sami in a form
used in broadcasting, education, religion, and the
economy (reindeer herding, trapping, hunting) in
Sami-speaking districts of Norway, Sweden and
Finland. (Another standard Saami is reportedly used in
the Soviet Union).
Magga's booklet, first published in 1978, is already in
its second printing. The two intervening years saw the
establishment of a pan-Nordic Sami broadcasting
station in Kautokeino. Users of the orthography are
invited to send the Institute their comments. Sami, like
Frisian and Basque, is one of the minority languages of
8
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Western Europe which has been making remarkable
strides in language planning in very recent years.
(Richard E. Wood)

NOW AVAILABLE-"The Language Planning Process
and Language Rights in Yugoslavia" by James W.
Tollefson, Language Problems and Language Plannin
(4:2:141-156), 1980.
This article examines the formulation and
implementation of language policy and the
relationship between language rights and nationality
rights in Yugoslavia. In Yugoslavia, the distinction
between formulation and implementation is affected
by
the hierarchical and decentralized politicoadministrative system. Yugoslav language policy is
contrasted with Stalinist policy in the delineation of
language and nationality rights. In Yugoslavia
language policy is aimed at the divorce of language
rights from nationality rights.
NOW AVAILABLE-The Minority Client's View of
Public Administration in a Bilingual Society by Karl
J ohan Miemois. Research Group for Comparative
Sociology, University of Helsinki (Mariankatu 10 A 13,
SF-00170 Helsinki Finland) No. 26, 1980, 95 pp.
Although this paper has as its major purpose to
explore the language usage of Swedish-speaking clients
in their contacts with public agencies in Finland and
to analyze their opinions about the importance of
being served in Swedish, it also contains a great deal of
important information about the Finnish principles of
language legislation and how these apply to public
services. It includes a description of language
districting, the language rights of citizens, language
requirements of state servants and the language
requirements for municipal office holders.

